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ContiPerf is a lightweight, Java based testing utility designed to enable developers to easily leverage JUnit 4 test
cases as performance tests for example for continuous performance testing. It is inspired by JUnit 4's easy test
configuration with annotations and by JUnitPerf's idea of wrapping Unit tests for performance testing, but more
powerful and easier to use: · Using Java annotations for defining test execution characterisitics and performance
requirements · You can mark a test to run a certain number of times or to be repeatedly executed for a certain
amount of time · Performance requirements can be maximum, average, medium or any percentile exectution time
· Perfect control and readability of performance requirements · You can run tests in two different modes, using
them as simple unit tests or performance tests · Easy integration with Eclipse and Maven · Export of execution
summary to a CSV file · Small library without external dependencies (only JUnit) Download ContiPerf: *Visit our
website at Create A Spring Boot Application That Focuses On RESTful API With Examples. #Spring
#SpringBoot #SpringBootWebFlux. Hello, In this video series I will be taking you on a journey through spring
webflux. A wide range of technologies will be covered in the series like spring boot, spring cloud, spring cloud
esb and much more. We will be taking you from zero knowledge to building real world applications. Spring has a
large ecosystem so we will be using many technologies in this series. There will be videos on how to create
RESTful APIs, how to create Spring Boot applications, how to develop cloud native applications, how to deploy
spring cloud applications on AWS and other container platforms, how to use spring cloud messaging among other
things. This series is targeted for people who are interested in Spring but have not started. So lets get going with
the first video, please like subscribe and comment. If you want to learn more about the subject then please visit
www.PacktPub.com =================== ✎ Please check out my blog: ✎ Leave a comment with any
question or topic you would like me to discuss. ✎ Follow me on twitter @gulbag ✎ Twitter : 09e8f5149f
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ContiPerf's main class, ContiPerf, is a JUnit extension class. It offers a simple definition using annotations and a
very easy test execution using annotations. You can run tests in two different modes, using them as simple unit
tests or performance tests. The ContiPerf annotation is meant to be used for test definition, specifying the test
name, its execution type (in a single run or as part of a bigger batch), the annotation to use for specifying the
maximum amount of time to execute the test. For example: @ContiPerf(maxCount=10) public void runTest() { }
You can mark a test with the attribute @Repeat to specify that this test should run more than once. In this case
ContiPerf will automatically run a new test every time the first one is executed. You can also mark a test with the
attribute @Percentile to define specific execution times for a test. This means the test will be executed and if the
execution time is lower than these specific times, the test will be marked as failed and if the execution time is
higher, the test will be marked as success. For example, executing a test with execution times of 10% and 90%
means the test will be executed 10% of the time, the rest will be marked as failed. For example:
@ContiPerf(percentile=10) public void runTest() { } Moreover, you can also specify percentage for each single
execution time using the annotation: @ContiPerf(percentile=10, percentage=10, percentage=10, percentage=10)
public void runTest() { } Using ContiPerf's annotations you can also specify that a test should repeat itself while
an amount of time has passed. To do this you can use a single annotation for specifying multiple execution times
or use an @Repeat annotation with a set of execution times separated by commas. For example:
@ContiPerf(percentile=10, amount=1000) public void runTest() { } Or: @ContiPerf(percentile=10,
amount=1000, repeat=1000) public void runTest() { } ContiPerf Configuration: ContiPerf allows you to select
the required JUnit version for the execution tests. Tests can run on Java 5 or

What's New in the ContiPerf?

ContiPerf is a lightweight, Java based testing utility designed to enable developers to easily leverage JUnit 4 test
cases as performance tests for example for continuous performance testing. It is inspired by JUnit 4's easy test
configuration with annotations and by JUnitPerf's idea of wrapping Unit tests for performance testing, but more
powerful and easier to use: · Using Java annotations for defining test execution characterisitics and performance
requirements · You can mark a test to run a certain number of times or to be repeatedly executed for a certain
amount of time · Performance requirements can be maximum, average, medium or any percentile exectution time
· Perfect control and readability of performance requirements · You can run tests in two different modes, using
them as simple unit tests or performance tests · Easy integration with Eclipse and Maven · Export of execution
summary to a CSV file · Small library without external dependencies (only JUnit) contiperf-maven-plugin: Maven
Plugin to configure and execute JUnit tests using ContiPerf contiperf-eclipse-plugin: Eclipse Plugin to configure
and execute JUnit tests using ContiPerf contiperf-maven-plugin-parent: Maven Plugin to configure and execute
JUnit tests using ContiPerf contiperf-eclipse-plugin-parent: Eclipse Plugin to configure and execute JUnit tests
using ContiPerf contiPerf Usage: You can use JUnit 4 annotations to run a test using ContiPerf, but we also added
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a simplified test configuration that allows to use a single annotation to mark a test to run a certain number of
times (instead of 5 different annotations like in ContiPerf) This configuration is useful for slowly executing tests
that you want to measure the performance of, for example. For example, if you run a test and want to see how
long it takes to do the test using 1.000 times, you can simply use contiPerf -t 100 -n testClass To run a test without
annotations and also using contiPerf-maven-plugin and contiPerf-eclipse-plugin (if you configured them in your
pom.xml), you can use this command: contiPerf-maven-plugin: ContiPerf -maven-plugin: RUN JUNIT TESTS
US
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: XP SP2 Processor: 2 GHz Memory: 256 MB RAM Graphics: Graphics card capable of DirectX 8
DirectX: DirectX 9 Recommended: Graphics: Graphics card capable of DirectX 9 DirectX: DirectX 10
Minimum Hardware Specifications: OS: Vista SP2 Processor: 1 GHz or greater Graphics:
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